Welcome...

Located in Vancouver’s Kerrisdale neighbourhood, Granville Gardens Retirement Residence offers residents the opportunity to live in a well-appointed urban community, surrounded by homes, shopping centres, parks, libraries and community centres. Conveniently located at the junction of two main cross-town arteries, Granville Gardens Retirement Residence is central and accessible. Senior Living has really changed over the past decade, and we want to show you what Retirement Living is all about.

Life Enrichment

At Granville Gardens, everything we do is to ensure that you have a great day, every day! Your dreams, passions and hobbies are as unique as you are. Challenge yourself by joining a yoga, Tai Chi, or dance class. Create valuable relationships by connecting in one of our special interest clubs or socials; enjoy a variety of musical entertainment; engage in mental stimulation by participating in a discussion group or inter-generational project and get inspired at one of our spiritual services.

Granville Gardens, is a place where you can continue to be you and continue to grow as an individual by being socially connected, and challenged in spirit, body, and mind.

Pet Friendly
Accommodations
Your home is your haven, your space to personalize with favourite furnishings, cherished photos and your own personal style. Choose from 17 unique studios and one bedroom suites, each with its own unique features. Layouts have an open concept living space with 9 foot ceilings and each suite overlooks 1 of 3 garden patios.
• Radiant in-floor heating
• Kitchenette with small refrigerator
• Cable TV, utilities (including telephone) and WiFi
• Easy access showers or tubs
• Fire sprinklers in all suites
• Window coverings
• Remote emergency response pendant as well as wall mounted emergency call button in washroom

Amenities
If your home had everything you needed at your fingertips, combined with an engaging social calendar, you’d never want to leave. That’s how we approach our communities, and Granville Gardens is without exception. We offer:
• Library/Computer with access to internet
• The Red Maple Restaurant
• Fine Arts Studio
• Park-like setting
• Beauty Salon
• Guest Suite
• Resident Parking
• Private Dining Room
• Complimentary washers and dryers on each floor
• Ye Olde Tuck Shoppe

Safety & Security
Granville Gardens is a place you can call home; not only because it’s where you wake up every morning, but also because you’re surrounded by peace of mind and warmth from people who genuinely care about your well-being. We believe that you should feel safe and reassured when living here. All staff are trained in specific safety and security procedures which means that your safety isn’t treated like a job - it’s woven into everything we do.
• All suites equipped with sprinklers
• Emergency response pendant
• 24 hours emergency response by qualified on-site staff
• Annual evacuation procedures
• Secure after hours entry
• Secure underground parking

Dining
We believe that food is more than sustenance. Good food should be enjoyed with friends, made with fresh local ingredients, prepared fresh by an experienced culinary team and served by friendly and courteous dining staff who know your personal tastes.
• Three full service meals daily
• Fresh quality ingredients prepared with love and attention to local fare
• Flexibility to satisfy both the early and late diners
• Private dining room for special functions
• Country kitchen for snacks and beverages
• Room service delivered for your convenience (charge applied)

Trial and Respite Stays
Consider an attractive option for those who would like to trial the Granville Gardens experience, or for those in need of some assistance in a caring, supportive and safe environment. Also, a wonderful way for a caregiver to take a break while we spoil your loved one.